Introduction
TFV4 MINI KIT from SMOK isolate three brand new coils: TF-CLPY, TF-S5, and TF-RC4. More advanced TF-CLPY, Clapton Dual Coil Head has more surface area in contact with the wick to give off more vapor. The revolutionary TF-S5, Single Coil Head with high vaporizing efficiency, heats up fast and evenly, and TF-RC4, Rebuildable Clapton Coil Head has four posts and a preload Clapton Single Coil. TFV4 Mini Tank with 2.2 ml in diameter matches a wide range of needs. The double-layered drip tip has also been improved on the inner layer of glass to avoid condensation. Innovation keeps changing the vaping experience!

Specifications
Dimension: 22mm/33.5mm
Weight: 66g
Material: Glass & Stainless Steel
Capacity: 3.5ml
Thread: 510

Components
- Drip Tip
- Top Cap
- Glass Tube
- TF-CLPY Core
- Airflow Slot
- Base

How to fill with e-liquid
1. Hold the tank with one hand, and use another to press top cap and insert needle underneath.
2. Add e-liquid through the e-liquid port, and pay attention not to drip it into the central airflow tube.
3. Close the cap carefully and firmly. Then sit it stand for several minutes to let the organic cotton completely saturate.
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How to build the RBA
1. Before starting make sure your hands are clean.
2. Roll the TF-RC4 core first.
3. The kit includes a small airflow tip that can be placed onto the central air valve of the Rebuildable Clapton Atomizer deck. It is designed for thread tip vapor by reducing the airflow.

4. Installing the pre-wrapped coil. Place the coil (can be Clapton coil or others) between the screws and wrap the ends around the screws.
5. Preheating and cutting the exceeding ends of the wire.
6. Cutting a strip of cotton and make sure it’s not too much and not too little. 2. Pull out the cotton, and placing it in the tank.
7. Cutting the cotton at an angle and make sure it’s not too short and not too long.
8. Connect the TFV4 Mini Tank is a heating device, and then power to on and try to vapor. Warning: Please check that your battery device must can apply to add-on coils.

Attention
1. Before use please read the manual carefully.
2. Please note the safety tips are suitable for its intended use.
3. Please avoid making the e-liquid into your eyes directly.
4. Please do not disassemble the atomizer if the device is not going to be used for an extended period.
5. Please refill the tank when the e-liquid is nearly used out to avoid dry-firing of the atomizer.
6. Please do not drop, throw or intrude this product as its water shell or inner components may become damaged.
7. In order to prolong the lifespan of your product, please keep away from extreme temperatures and humid environment.
8. Please keep this product away from children and pregnant women.